























































































































































































	MC-38 creating parking meter zones in various locations
	MC-127 creating periods of operation/8 am-6pm except Sundays
	MC-250 changing parking meter time limits in various locations
	MC-381supplementing parking meter zones/parking meter limits 
	MC-413 changing parking meter zones/parking limits
	MC-482 changing periods of operations of parking meters
	MC-512 deleting parking meter zone Roosevelt plaza to 6th St.
	MC-738 exempting official vehicles from paying meter charges
	MC-763 changing zones on Pearl St. and Mt. Ephraim Ave.
	MC-1291 changing parking meter time limits
	MC-1467exempting official vehichles from paying meter charges
	MC-1498 adding zones on 2nd & 3rd St & Mickle Blvd
	MC-1568 deleting and adding meter zones on Haddon Ave
	MC-1590 changing parking meter zones 
	MC-1606 changing meter zones on Penn St
	MC-1628 changing various parking meter zones
	MC-1725 changing zones on Pearl & N. 3rd and N. 2nd Sts
	MC-1807 changing meter zone on Penn St
	MC-1849 observing meters on Market St. handincapped only
	MC-1862 removing meters on Penn St & N. 3rd
	MC-1945 changing parking zone on Haddon Ave
	MC-2002 installing meters in various locations
	MC-2011 changing charges for 2 and 3 hr. parking meters
	MC-2012 installing meters on 5th St
	MC-2178 regulating meters shall be used for temporary parking for business
	MC-2187 changing 8 hr meters to 25 cents an hour
	MC-2255 changing 2 hr meters 10 $.10 per 15 min
	MC-2397 all meters $.25 per 30 min
	MC-2427 adding meters to N.7th, revenue collection from 7 am to 10 pm
	MC-2488 fine for overtime parking
	MC-2546 various no parking zones
	MC-2593 amending parking meters zones
	MC-2615 increase in parking meter fees
	MC-2662 installation of meters in various locations
	MC-2774 changing periods of operations of parking meters near Aquarium 
	MC-2840 removing meters in front of 1260 Haddon 
	MC-2936 removing meter in front of 1517 Mt. Ephraim
	MC-3187 adding 2 hr limit parking to various locations
	MC-3443 provide loading and unloading at 5th St.
	MC-3444 provide loading and unloading at Haddon and Kaighn
	MC-3451 provide loading and unloading at Berkley and Marlton Ave
	MC-3458 provide loading and unloading at 1594 Mt. Ephraim
	MC-3485 tow away zone at 326-332 Mickle
	MC-3511 allow parking on Sundays on portion of Hayes Ave
	MC-3512 provide loading and unloading at N. 3rd St & Elm St
	MC-3636 provide loading and unloading zone at 724 N 7th St
	MC-3647 provide loading & unloading at 3934 Federal St
	MC-3740 provide loading and unloading zone at N. 5th and Elm
	MC-3750 provide loading & unloading zone at 401 Broadway
	MC-3798 no parking zone at Federal from Haddon to the end of police station
	MC-3916 designating 100 Block of Front St meter parking
	MC-3955 provide loading and unloading Zone at Elm St
	MC-4080 providing loading & unloading at 451-453 Kaighn
	MC-4081providing loading and unloading at N 6th and Cooper
	MC-4082 providing loading and unloading zone at 625 N. 3rd
	MC-4149 providing loading and unloading zone at 1470 Haddon
	MC-4208 loading & unloading zone at 1160 Wright Ave.
	MC-4274 loading & unloading zone at 317-331 Marlton Ave.
	MC-4275 loading & unloading zone at 3129 River Road
	MC-4276 loading & unloading zone at 823 Elm St.



